Hanging Guide
There is a 4 step process:
1)

Select your track based on Weight & Purpose.

2)

Select which hangers you want based on Weight, Style & Purpose.

3)

Select the hooks.

4)

Add accessories like connectors and end caps.

What is the difference between Clip Rail and Clip Rail Max?
Clip Rail is designed to go under a cornice
Clip Rail Max is designed to go flush with the ceiling where there is NO cornice.

Track Weights:
The Clip Rail holds 20kg/ Linear Metre.
The Clip Rail Max holds 25kg/ Linear Metre.
The Clip Rail Light holds 45kg/ Linear Metre.
This must be considered in conjunction with the weight limits of
the hooks and hangers.

Hanger Guide
Style:
All hangers are available in Nylon (perlon) and Stainless Steel.
Nylon tends to blend into the wall and Stainless Steel is more of
an Art Gallery look. We find that the style is more of a personal
preference.
Purpose:
Both the Standard and the Cobra hangers are available in Nylon
and Stainless Steel and are essentially the same thing, with one
major difference. That difference is the way they hook into the
Rail. The Cobra is the most flexible in the art track system as it
hooks into the rail at any point, whereas the Standard has to slide
in and across from the end of the rail.
Weight:
The weight each hanger can take depends on whether it is nylon
or stainless steel. The type of hanger (Standard Vs Cobra) makes
no difference. The Stainless Steel hangers can take up to 20kg
each and the Nylon can take up to 15kgs each. However, the
weight will also depend on the type of Hook you choose and the
Track installed. Thus the entire system as a whole (Track + Hangers + Hooks) needs to be considered carefully when choosing
your Art Hanging System.
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Please visit the website for pricing and more details

https://hangingman.com.au/

Hanging Guide
Hooks:
We have three types of hooks for all your photo and art hanging needs. The choice of hook is dependent
on the weight and the hanging cord you have chosen.
Smart Spring
ONLY compatible with Nylon hangers.

Zipper Hook
The most popular hook & compatible
with all hangers.

Super Security Hook
Compatible with Stainless Steel Hangers only. The super security is recommended for extra security for expensive artwork and photographs or commercial applications.

It is important to consider the hook weight limit combined with the hanging cord for the total weight limit of
the system as a whole. See individual items for specific weight restrictions and limits.
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